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A B S T R A C T

Ferroelectric/antiferroelectric thin/thick films with large electrocaloric (EC) effect in a broad operational temperature range are very attractive in solid-state cooling devices. We demonstrated that a large positive electrocaloric (EC) effect (maximum $\Delta T \approx 20.7$ K) in a broad temperature range ($\sim 110$ K) was realized in Pb$_{0.97}$La$_{0.02}$(Zr$_{0.65}$Sn$_{0.3}$Ti$_{0.05}$)O$_3$ (PLZST) relaxor antiferroelectric (AFE) thin film prepared using a sol-gel method. The large positive EC effect may be ascribed to the in-plane residual thermal tensile stress during the layer-by-layer annealing process, and the high-quality film structure owing to the utilization of the LaNiO$_3$/Pt composite bottom electrode. The broad EC temperature range may be ascribed to the great dielectric relaxor dispersion around the dielectric peak because of the coexistence of nanoscale multiple FE and AFE phases. Moreover, a large pyroelectric energy density ($6.10$ J cm$^{-3}$) was harvested by using an Olsen cycle, which is much larger than those (usually less than 10$^{-3}$ J cm$^{-3}$) obtained by using direct thermal-electrical, Stirling and Carnot cycles, etc. These breakthroughs enable the PLZST thin film an attractive multifunctional material for applications in modern solid-state cooling and energy harvesting.

1. Introduction

Recently, more and more research attentions have been drawn to the electrocaloric (EC) refrigeration based on the EC effect in ferroelectric/antiferroelectric (FE/AFE) thin/thick films [1–4], which is regarded as a potential competitive solid-state refrigeration technology with wide applications in electronic devices such as computers and cell phone [5–10], etc. EC effect is represented by an induced change in the adiabatic temperature ($\Delta T$) or isothermal entropy ($\Delta S$) of a polarizable dielectric material upon the application or withdrawal of an electric field [2,3,11]. Compared to the rapid development of magnetic refrigeration based on the magnetocaloric (MC) effect [1,12], EC refrigeration is hardly progressed at all for a long time in the past since only a small $\Delta T$ (2.5 K) and $\Delta S$ (0.2 J K$^{-1}$ kg$^{-1}$) can be observed [13] due to the restriction of low dielectric breakdown strength (usually less than 100 kV cm$^{-1}$) in bulk ceramics. However, EC refrigeration has the potential to be a more viable candidate as electric fields are easier to achieve and contemporary known magnetocaloric materials require substantial magnetic fields (> 1 T) to operate [14].

In 2006, Mischenko et al. reported a giant EC effect ($\Delta T = 12$ K and $\Delta S = 8$ J K$^{-1}$ kg$^{-1}$) in the AFE PbZr$_{0.9}$(Ti$_{0.5}$Zr$_{0.5}$)O$_3$ (PZT) thin film [3], which is near the AFE to paraelectric (PE) phase transition temperature ($T_C$ = 500 K). Triggered by Mischenko’s research work, a lot of theoretical and experimental studies in various FE/AFE bulk and film systems have been conducted and have revealed the existence of two EC effects, i.e., the normal (positive) ($\Delta T > 0$) and anomalous effects (negative) ($\Delta T < 0$). For positive EC effect, it is generally believed that large $\Delta T$ can be obtained near the Curie temperature ($T_C$), as reported by Mischenko et al. However, large positive EC effect can also be achieved at a AFE/FE phase transition temperature rather than near the $T_C$ such as large $\Delta T \sim 45.3$ K at 17°C and 598 kV cm$^{-1}$ in Pb$_{0.8}$Ba$_{0.2}$ZrO$_3$ thin film (320 nm in thickness) [11], and 53.8 K at 5°C
in Pb$_{0.97}$La$_{0.02}$(Zr$_{0.65}$Sn$_{0.3}$Ti$_{0.05}$)O$_3$ thick film (2 µm in thickness) [4], etc. Compared to the large ΔT values obtained in the positive EC effect, the absolute value of the ΔT observed in negative EC effect is smaller, such as ΔT ~ −5.76 K at 59 °C and 338 kV cm$^{-1}$ in Pb$_{0.97}$La$_{0.02}$(Zr$_{0.95}$Ti$_{0.05}$)O$_3$ thin film (650 nm thickness) [15], ΔT ~ −6.62 K at 130 °C and 709 kV cm$^{-1}$ in Pb$_{0.96}$Eu$_{0.04}$ZrO$_3$ thin film (550 nm thickness) [16], and ΔT ~ −10.8 K at 175 °C and 3260 kV cm$^{-1}$ in Hf$_{0.9}$Zr$_{0.1}$O$_2$ thin film (9.2 nm thickness) [17], etc. Usually, the origin of a negative EC effect can be traced to the non-collinearity between the electric field and the polarization [15,18–21]. Researchers also believe that a high cooling efficiency can be achieved upon the combination of the positive and negative EC effects. For example, Li et al. suggested that the 180° domain structure of PbTiO$_3$ can be utilized as a combined nano-laminate structure to include positive and negative EC materials [22]. As a result, the combination of positive and negative EC effects in thin films can complete the cooling process in one step with a sustained applied electric field in the cooling process [17,23], leading to a high cooling efficiency.

However, in addition to the required large ΔT value and high cooling efficiency in positive/negative EC effects, a broad operational temperature range is also required for practical commercial application in cooling devices. Although the maximum ΔT value in EC effect is large, the operational temperature range is usually narrow, such as the full width at half maximum value of ΔT (FWHM$_{ΔT}$) ~ 10 K in the Pb$_{0.8}$Ba$_{0.2}$ZrO$_3$ thick films [11], and the FWHM$_{ΔT}$ ~ 25 K in the Pb$_{0.99}$La$_{0.02}$(Zr$_{0.75}$Sn$_{0.18}$Ti$_{0.07}$)O$_3$ thin films [4]. The refrigeration industry would require the FWHM$_{ΔT}$ to span over more than 50 K, which is unlikely to ever be achieved in classical ferroelectrics [24].

In this work, we report a large positive electrocaloric (EC) effect (the maximum ΔT ~ 20.7 K) in a broad temperature range (FWHM$_{ΔT}$ ~ 110 K) in relaxor Pb$_{0.97}$La$_{0.02}$(Zr$_{0.65}$Sn$_{0.3}$Ti$_{0.05}$)O$_3$ (PLZST) thin film deposited on a LaNiO$_3$/Pt composite bottom electrode. The composition of PLZST thin film is designed to locate at a morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) with a coexistence of nanoscale tetragonal AFE and orthorhombicAFE high temperature phases, respectively. Moreover, a large pyroelectric energy density (6.10 J cm$^{-3}$) is also harvested by using an Olsen cycle. These breakthroughs make the materials very attractive for practical applications in cooling devices and other multifunctional devices.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Fabrication of PLZST

PLZST thin films were prepared by using a sol-gel method as shown in Fig. S1a). Pb(CH$_3$COO)$_2$ with 20% excess Pb, Sn(CH$_3$COO)$_4$ and La (OC$_6$H$_{12}$)$_3$ were dissolved in 110 °C glacial acetic acid. Simultaneously, Zr(OC$_6$H$_{12}$)$_4$ and Ti(OC$_6$H$_{12}$)$_4$ were dissolved in a mixture of glacial acetic and CH$_3$COOH at room temperature. The Pb/Sn/La and Zr/Ti solutions were then mixed and stirred for 30 min at 80 °C. After that, appropriate additives (lactic acid, 1-propyl alcohol and water) were added into the mixed Pb/Sn/La/Zr/Ti solution. The final concentration of the PLZST precursor solution was 0.3 M. After the precursor solution was aged for 24 h, the PLZST thin films were deposited on several different bottom electrodes that were rinsed with acetone and ethanol. These electrodes include Pt(111)/TiO$_2$/SiO$_2$/Si(100) (abbreviated as Pt electrode), LaNiO$_3$/Pt(111)/TiO$_2$/SiO$_2$/Si(100) (abbreviated as LaNiO$_3$/Pt) composite electrode and LaNiO$_3$/Si(100) (abbreviated as LaNiO$_3$ electrode). The PLZST thin films were prepared by layer-by-layer (A-type) and multiple layer (B-type) annealing modes, respectively. For the A-type mode (see the route guided by the red arrows in Fig. S1a), each layer of film was spin-coated at 5000 rpm for
2.2. Fabrication of LaNiO$_3$/Pt and LaNiO$_3$/Si bottom electrodes

LaNiO$_3$/Pt and LaNiO$_3$/Si bottom electrodes were prepared by using a sol-gel method as shown in Fig. S1b). Ni(CH$_3$COO)$_2$ and La(NO$_3$)$_3$ were dissolved in a mixture of glacial acetic acid, water and formamide (CH$_3$NO) at room temperature. The final concentration of the LaNiO$_3$ precursor solution was 0.3 M. After the precursor solution was aged for 24 h, LaNiO$_3$ thin film with 6 layers was deposited on Pt(111)/TiO$_2$/SiO$_2$/Si(100) and Si(100) substrates by using A-type annealing mode.

2.3. Characterization

The crystallinity of the PLZST thin film was monitored by X-ray diffraction (XRD; Rigaku 9 kW Smartlab, Tokyo, Japan). The cross-sectional morphology of the film was examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, FEI Sirion 200). The microstructure of the film was studied by transmission electron microscopy (TEM; JEOL JEM-2100F). For measurement of the electrical properties, Au/Cr top electrodes with a diameter of 150 µm (Fig. S2) were deposited by RF magnetron sputtering using a shadow mask. Dielectric permittivity measurement was carried out using an impedance analyzer (E4980A, Agilent) with a perturbation voltage $V_c = 100$ mV. Polarization-electric field ($P-E$) hysteresis loops were obtained by means of a ferroelectric tester (Precision Premier II, Radiant Technologies Inc., Alpharetta, GA). Electrical resistivity of bottom electrode was measured by a four-point-probe meter. All samples were measured with top-to-bottom electrode configuration. The temperature of the sample was controlled by a thermal controller (THMSG600, Linkam) with an accuracy of 0.1°C.

3. Results

3.1. Structure

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of Pb$_{0.97}$La$_{0.03}$Zr$_{0.65}$Sn$_{0.35}$Ti$_{0.05}$O$_3$ (PLZST) thin films at a morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) with the coexistence of AFE$_E$ and AFE$_O$ (red dots in Fig. 1a) are shown in Fig. 1b). All thin films exhibit good crystallinity and pure perovskite phase. For simplicity, the diffraction peaks are indexed using the pseudo-cubic structure rather than the orthorhombic or tetragonal one. The film deposited on Pt bottom electrode with A-type annealing mode exhibits a weak (100)-preferred orientation (black curve). In addition to the (100)-preferred peak, the (111) peak can also be observed, which is broadened and split into two obvious peaks (O(042/202) and O(230/212)) (see black arrows), indicating the existence of the orthorhombic AFE phase. The thin film deposited on LaNiO$_3$ bottom electrode with A-type annealing mode exhibits a strong (100)-preferred orientation (red curve). The (200) peak is broadened and split into two visible peaks (T(002) and T(200)) (the ratio of c/a ~ 1.03), indicating the existence of the tetragonal AFE phase. The thin film deposited on LaNiO$_3$/Pt composite bottom electrode with A-type annealing modes exhibits a strong (100)-preferred orientation (blue curve) with a strong partner of (111) peak. Different to the (100)-preferred orientation in those thin films with A-type annealing modes, the thin film deposited on LaNiO$_3$/Pt composite bottom electrode with B-type annealing mode exhibits a random orientation (green curve). The above results show that the composition of PLZST thin film is indeed located at the MPB with a coexistence of AFE$_E$ and AFE$_O$ [25].

The cross-sectional SEM of the thin film deposited on the Pt bottom electrode with A-type annealing mode shows disordered growth of nanocrystals (Fig. 2a)). Columnar-like texture which usually will appear in lead-based thin films deposited on Pt/TiO$_x$/SiO$_2$/Si substrate with the layer-by-layer annealing mode [26] cannot be observed. Instead, a large number of micro cracks are visible on the corresponding film surface (Fig. 2b)) because of the poor adhesion of the Pt electrode to the TiO$_x$/SiO$_2$/Si substrate at high temperature (> 650°C). Also a large number of hillocks generated by the compressive stress [27] can also be detected (Fig. S2a)). The emerging of hillocks usually cause large leakage current, resulting in a deterioration of the performance of the thin film capacitor, especially at operating conditions of high temperature and high electric field. Compared with the disordered growth of nanocrystals in the thin film deposited on the Pt electrode, a highly (100)-preferred ordered columnar-like texture is visible (Fig. 2c)) for the thin film deposited on the LaNiO$_3$ electrode with A-type annealing mode. No obvious micro cracks except some ultra-fine cracks can be observed on the surface (Fig. 2d)). A highly ordered columnar-like texture can also be obtained (Fig. 2e)) for the thin film deposited on the LaNiO$_3$/Pt composite electrode with A-type annealing mode. Particularly, crack-free surface (Fig. 2f)) bearing an embryo rosette structure [11,28] can be observed, which indicated that the LaNiO$_3$/Pt composite electrode is beneficial to obtain crack-free structure. However, only a random ordered rosette structure [11,28] is obtained in the thin film deposited on the LaNiO$_3$/Pt composite electrode with B-type annealing mode (Fig. 2g) and h)). It should be noted that the surface color filtered optical microscope images of the top electrodes, no matter in the film deposited on LaNiO$_3$ electrode or in those deposited on LaNiO$_3$/Pt composite electrode with A-type or B-type annealing modes, all images look smooth and clear as shown in Fig. S2b) rather than rough and fuzzy as shown in Fig. S2a), where the film is deposited on Pt bottom electrode directly. It reveals that the utilization of LaNiO$_3$ oxide conductive layer can help inhibit the formation of hillocks.

Fig. 3a) shows the cross-sectional TEM image of the PLZST thin film deposited on the LaNiO$_3$/Pt composite electrode with A-type annealing mode. It can be found that the PLZST thin film with a thickness of about 430 nm is uniform, homogeneous, and crack-free. Nanocrystals with an average grain size of 10 nm are clearly visible in an enlarged image (inset of Fig. 3a)). Inside of some nanocrystals, lamellar nanodomains with ~ 1 nm width (the red dotted circle) can be observed. Fig. 3b) shows the corresponding cross-sectional high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) image of the enlarged part of the thin film. Two adjacent laminar domains are clearly visible, as marked by the letters A and B. TheFourier transform patterns of the HRTEM image of the two adjacent laminar domains are shown in the inset of Fig. 3b). It can be found that each of the fundamental reflections is satellite by two superlattice reflections (the blue or red dots in pairs) with diffused streaks, indicating the existence of the incommensurately modulated polar structures [25]. These incommensurate modulated polar structures are believed to originate from the competition between antiferroelectric and ferroelectric coupling [25], and such interaction can be strengthened by doping of La. They often play an important role in the electric and mechanical properties of materials.

3.2. Dielectric properties

Fig. 4 shows the temperature dependence of the relative dielectric permittivity ($\varepsilon(T)$) and the dielectric loss (tan $\delta(T)$) of PLZST thin films. The thin film deposited on the Pt electrode with A-type annealing mode exhibits the highest value of dielectric permittivity ($\varepsilon \approx 465$) with a moderate value of dielectric loss (tan $\delta \approx 0.023$) at room temperature (Fig. 4a)). By contrast, the thin film deposited on the LaNiO$_3$ electrode with A-type annealing mode exhibits the highest value of dielectric loss (tan $\delta \approx 0.052$) with a moderate value of dielectric permittivity ($\varepsilon \approx 391$) (Fig. 4b)). By using the LaNiO$_3$/Pt composite electrode, the thin film with A-type annealing mode exhibits a moderate value of dielectric permittivity ($\varepsilon \approx 423$) with a moderate value of dielectric loss (tan $\delta \approx 0.026$) (Fig. 4c)). In view of the XRD analysis, the difference in dielectric permittivity among these thin films may be resulted from their different spontaneous polarization directions ([110] and [001] for AFE$_O$ and AFE$_E$ phases, respectively). The thin film deposited on the LaNiO$_3$/Pt composite electrode with B-type annealing mode exhibits both the lowest value of dielectric permittivity ($\varepsilon \approx 226$) and the lowest value of dielectric loss (tan $\delta \approx 0.019$) (Fig. 4d)). Differences in
dielectric properties between the A-type and B-type thin films are possibly ascribed to their preferred orientations and the phase structures which will be discussed later. It can be seen that all thin films exhibit prototypical relaxor characteristics, namely, both the temperature ($T_{m}$) of dielectric permittivity maximum and the temperature ($T_{m}^\delta$) of maximum dielectric loss shift towards higher temperature with increasing frequency [29,30]. Meanwhile, dielectric dispersion appears around the $T_{m}$, whereas the maximum values of...
dielectric loss increases with increasing frequency. The dielectric relaxation behavior of thin films around the $T_m$ can be well described by the Lorentz-type empirical relation, 
$$
\varepsilon(T) = \varepsilon_\infty + \frac{\Delta \varepsilon}{1 + (T - T_m)^2/\delta^2}
$$
[31, 32], as shown by the colored dotted lines in Fig. 4a) to d). The parameter $\delta$ reflects the relaxor diffuseness of the dielectric peak. The greater the relaxor dispersion, the larger the $\delta$. The Lorentz fitting parameters $\delta$ around $T_m$ (at 10 kHz) for the thin films deposited on the Pt, LaNiO$_3$, and LaNiO$_3$/Pt composite electrodes with the A-type annealing mode are 107.9, 143.1 and 120.2 respectively. It is found that the $\delta$ of thin films are negatively linked to their electrical conductivity ($\sigma_{\text{electric}}^{\text{LaNiO}_3/Pt} < \sigma_{\text{electric}}^{\text{LaNiO}_3} < \sigma_{\text{electric}}^{\text{Pt}}$) [26] by comparison with the electrical resistivity chart (Fig. S3d) of the bottom electrodes. The smaller the electrical conductivity is, the larger the $\delta$ is. It has been well known that the electrical conductivity of the LaNiO$_3$ oxide electrode tends to decrease with increasing temperature and the Ohm contact between the bottom electrode and the thin film will get worse. Therefore, it can be inferred that the worse Ohm contact may be responsible for the large relaxor dispersion of the thin film deposited on the LaNiO$_3$ electrode, and also the large frequency dispersion of the dielectric permittivity ($\varepsilon(T_{10kHz}) - \varepsilon(T_{1MHz})$), as well as the upward shift of the permittivity on the high temperature side of the weak dielectric peak, as shown in Fig. 4b). The $\delta$ of the thin film deposited on the LaNiO$_3$/Pt composite electrode with the B-type annealing mode is only 101.1, which is smaller than that (120.2) of the A-type thin film. The smaller $\delta$ in the B-type thin film may be ascribed to its random orientation and the unique phase structure (coexistence of AFE and FE phases induced by thermal stress during the process of deposition). Detailed discussion about the phase structure will be available in the subsequent parts of this article. The deviations between experimental and theoretical values (Lorentz extrapolation) on the low-temperature sides of all dielectric peaks may be attributed to the coexistence of AFE$_2$ and AFE$_0$ phases in the PLZST thin films, similar to the case of (Pb$_{0.8}$Ba$_{0.2}$)ZrO$_3$ thin films [26].

The coexisted AFE$_2$ and AFE$_0$ phases in the PLZST thin films at room
Fig. 5. P-E loops and the corresponding $\Delta T(T)$ of the PLZST thin films at selected temperatures. (a), (b) A-type on Pt electrode. (c), (d) A-type on LaNiO$_3$ electrode. (e), (f) A-type on LaNiO$_3$/Pt composite electrode. (g), (h) B-type on LaNiO$_3$/Pt composite electrode. Insets in (a), (c), (e) and (g): $P(T)$ (left upper corner) and $\partial P/\partial T$ (right lower corner) at selected electric fields. Insets in (b), (d), and the left upper corners of (f) and (h): $\Delta S(T)$. Insets in the right upper corners of (f) and (h): schematic diagrams of showing the in-plane thermally induced tensile stress ($\sigma_t$) in thin films.
temperature transform gradually into the FE phase with increasing temperature (Fig. S4 and Fig. 1a)), and finally evolved into Pseudo-cubic or cubic phases. As a result, the AFE, AFO and FE phases are believed to coexist around the disturbed dielectric peak. The coexistence of multiple phases may be responsible for the large relaxor dispersion in the PLZST thin films.

3.3. Electrocaloric effect

To assess the EC effect in PLZST thin films, the P-E loops at 10 kHz were measured at a step of ten degrees in the temperature range between 20 and 270 °C. To avoid dielectric breakdown, a safety electric field playing an important role in obtaining a large ΔT is applied [33,34], which is far below the mean dielectric breakdown strength (DBS) estimated by the Weibull distribution, as shown in Fig. S5. For example, the DBS of the thin film deposited on the LaNiO$_3$/Pt composite electrodes with an A-type annealing mode is about 2436 kV cm$^{-1}$, much higher than 1092 kV cm$^{-1}$ (the safety electric field applied). Representative P-E loops are shown in Fig. 5a), (c), (e), and (g). It is noted that the polarizations of the thin films are related to the films’ orientations depended on the types of the bottom electrodes and the annealing modes. The temperature dependences of the polarizations ($P(T)$) at selected electric fields were extracted from the upper branches of the P-E loops in $E > 0$ and presented in the upper left insets of Fig. 5a), (c), (e) and (g). The color solid lines in these insets represent cubic-spline interpolations of the raw experimental data. The curves of pyroelectric coefficients versus temperature ($\partial P/\partial T$)$_L$, at selected electric fields were derived from the differential values of $P(T)$ curves and plotted in the lower right insets of Fig. 5a), (c), (e) and (g).

Based on the Maxwell relationship ($\Delta S/\Delta T$)$_P = \partial P/\partial T)_L$, reversible adiabatic changes in temperature (ΔT) and entropy (ΔS) of a dielectric material can be determined by [2,3,11]:

$$\Delta T = -\frac{1}{P} \int_{E_1}^{E_2} \left( \frac{\partial P}{\partial T} \right)_L dE$$

(1)

$$\Delta S = -\frac{1}{P} \int_{E_1}^{E_2} \left( \frac{\partial P}{\partial T} \right)_L dE$$

(2)

where $T$ is the operation temperature, $P$ is the maximum polarization at the applied electric field $E$, $\rho$ is the density, $C$ is the heat capacity that is assumed to be constant in the whole temperature range studied, and $E_1$ and $E_2$ are the initial and final applied electric fields, respectively. The $\rho$ (calculated from the XRD) and $C$ in the temperature range studied are 8.7 g cm$^{-3}$ and 0.33 J K$^{-1}$ g$^{-1}$ [4], respectively. The adiabatic temperature change ΔT and entropy change ΔS of PLZST thin films are plotted in Fig. 5b), (d), (f) and (h). It can be seen that two fake negative ECs were observed in thin films deposited on the Pt and LaNiO$_3$ electrodes around their dielectric peaks. The ΔT for the two thin films at 1092 kV cm$^{-1}$ are ~7.7 and ~6.8 K, respectively, and the corresponding ΔS are ~4.8 and ~4.2 J K$^{-1}$ kg$^{-1}$, respectively. It has been well known that defects (cracks and hillocks, etc.) in thin films may cause a large leakage current, especially at high temperature and high electric field. Therefore, based on the analysis results of Fig. 2, Fig. S2, and Fig. S3, it can be inferred that the fake negative EC in thin film deposited on the Pt electrode may be ascribed to the surface micro cracks and the hillocks, and the fake negative EC in thin film deposited on the LaNiO$_3$ electrode may be related to the surface ultra-fine cracks and the low electrical conductivity of the LaNiO$_3$ electrode. In contrast with the two fake negative ECs, a large positive EC (ΔT > 10 K) in a broad temperature range (about 110 K) was achieved in thick film deposited on the LaNiO$_3$/Pt composite electrode with an A-type annealing mode around its dielectric peak, as marked by the green vertical lines in Fig. 5f). The maximum ΔT which is located at the left side of the dielectric peak $T_m$ is about 20.7 K at 192 °C, and the corresponding ΔS is about 14.7 J K$^{-1}$ kg$^{-1}$. In addition to the large positive EC around the dielectric peak, a small intrinsic negative EC (ΔT ~ 1 K) in a broad temperature range (from 20 °C to 150 °C) can also be observed at a moderate electric field (143 kV cm$^{-1}$), as marked by the black vertical lines in Fig. 5f).

With a further increase of the applied electric field, the small negative EC transferred into a positive EC, indicating an occurrence of field-induced phase transition (AFE to FE). According to previous research work [15,19,20], the origin of the small negative EC may be ascribed to some factors such as the noncollinearity between polarization and electric field, the subtle coupling between AFEs, induced FEs and oxygen octahedron tilting instabilities, and so on. Compared with the large positive EC in the A-type thin film, the positive EC in B-type thin film is small, as marked by the green vertical lines in Fig. 5h). The maximum ΔT is only about 6.4 K at 198 °C, and the corresponding ΔS is only about 4.5 J K$^{-1}$ kg$^{-1}$. Moreover, the weak negative EC near the room temperature is almost invisible, and the absolute value (< 0.1 K) of ΔT is far below that (~ 1 K) of the A-type thin film, indicating that there is a small amount of AFE phases existing in the B-type thin film, as shown by the low current peaks (1 & 3) in Fig. S6h).

3.4. Energy harvesting performance

The energy harvesting of the PLZST thin film can be realized by using an Olsen cycle [35], as schematically guided by the red arrows in Fig. 6. Process 1 → 2 is an isothermal increase of the electric field at low temperature (T$_1$). Process 2 → 3 is the heating of the thin film from T$_1$ to high temperature (T$_3$) at high electric field (E$_3$). Process 3 → 4 is an isothermal decrease of the electric field at T$_3$. Process 4 → 1 is the cooling of the material at low electric field (E$_1$), which completes one cycle. The harvested pyroelectric energy density in a closed cycle is equal to the area of the cycle 1 → 2 → 3 → 4, and can be expressed as [35–40],

$$W = \oint E dP$$

(3)

where $E$ is the electric field, and $P$ is the polarization. The maximum harvested pyroelectric energy density between the T$_1$ (20 °C) and T$_3$ (260 °C) for the A-type thin film deposited on the LaNiO$_3$/Pt composite electrode is 6.10 J cm$^{-3}$, which is about 7.3 times larger than that (0.84 J cm$^{-3}$) of the B-type thin film, and much larger than those (usually less than 10$^{-2}$ J cm$^{-3}$) harvested by using direct thermal-electrical cycle, Stirling cycle or Carnot cycle [41]. It should be pointed out that 6.10 J cm$^{-3}$ is only an ideal value. Some $W_{losses}$ should be included. The $W_{losses}$ is the sum of a variety of energy losses (per cycle including hysteresis and conduction loss in the pyroelectric material and control and pumping and other losses in the system)[41].
4. Discussion

To gain insight into the effect of annealing mode on the EC performance of the PLZST thin films, two schematic models about the relationship between the thermal stress and phase structure are proposed, as shown by the upper right insets in Fig. 5f) and h). Due to the lower thermal expansion coefficients ($\gamma$) of the Si substrate ($\gamma_{\text{Si}} \sim 2 \times 10^{-6} \text{ K}^{-1}$ from room temperature to 700 °C) than that of the PLZST thin film ($\gamma_{\text{PLZST}} \sim 0.2 \times 10^{-6} \text{ K}^{-1}$) [42,43], in the A-type annealing mode, an in-plane tensile stress in the thin film was developed during cooling down of the film after its fully crystallization at the annealing temperature [44]. For the PLZST thin films with the A-type annealing mode, the tensile stress was established in each PLZST layer during repeated annealing processes (crystallization at high temperature and cooling down) [44] (see the upper right inset in Fig. 5f), which can be estimated to be $\sim 500 \text{ MPa}$ according to the formula: $\sigma = \int_{T_i}^{T_f} \frac{\gamma_{\text{Si}}}{3} \times (\alpha_{\text{T}} - \alpha_{\text{Si}}(T))dT$, where $\alpha_{\text{T}}(T)$ and $\alpha_{\text{Si}}(T)$ are the temperature dependence of the thermal expansion coefficient ($\alpha_{\text{T}} \sim 5.4 \times 10^{-6} \text{ K}^{-1}$) of the PLZST films and the Si substrate ($\alpha_{\text{Si}} \sim 3.6 \times 10^{-6} \text{ K}^{-1}$), respectively, and $Y$ Young’s modulus and $\nu$ Poisson’s ratio of the films [45]. Accordingly, the AFE phases (see the double P-E loops in Fig. 5a), c) and e) will be well kept since the in-plane tensile stress is helpful to stabilize them in the PLZST thin films [46]. It should be noted that the residual stress also depends on the film orientation due to the anisotropic thermal expansion of the PLZST thin film [44]. Stress relaxation, however, depends on the film microstructure. Different to the uniform distribution of the in-plane residual tensile thermal stress in the A-type annealing process (the upper right inset in Fig. 5f), a gradient distribution of the in-plane residual tensile thermal stress (the upper right inset in Fig. 5h) was developed in the B-type annealing process. The in-plane residual tensile thermal stress was well kept in the first layer which is adjacent to the substrate. However, the in-plane residual tensile stress was released gradually as the number of the layers increases. Accordingly, only those AFE phases in the first layer were well preserved, and the AFE phases in those layers which were far away from the substrate were gradually transformed into FE phases due to the degradation or relaxation of the in-plane residual tensile thermal stress. Previous studies reported that PTZ film orientation such as (111) depended on residual stress [47], where the (111) peak increased as the tensile stress increased. The analysis results of the XRD and Cross-section SEM images of the PLZST thin films indicate that the A-type thin film deposited on the LaNiO$_3$/Pt composite electrode exhibits a strong (100)-preferred orientation (blue curve) with a strong partner of (111) peak (see the Fig. 1b) and Fig. 2e)), while the B-type thin film exhibits a random orientation with a very weak (111) peak (see the Fig. 1b) and Fig. 2g). Therefore, it seems reasonable to say that the decrease in (111) peak may be related to the degradation or relaxation of the in-plane residual tensile thermal stress when the thin film was deposited by the B-type mode. To unveil the case of the residual thermal stress in PLZST thin films, further investigations are made by the Raman spectra [48], the XRD sin$^2$$\psi$ methods [45], and the strain mappings of the cross-sectional TEM images by using aberration-corrected high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) Z-contrast STEM imaging [49]. As a result, the B-type thin film behaved as a FE rather than an AFE, and the P-E loops with a slight shrunken waist were obtained in Fig. 5g) and Fig. 5g). Therefore, it is believed that the EC effect in the PLZST thin film may be related to the amount of AFE phases and can be controlled by the distribution of the in-plane residual tensile thermal stress. The more the amount of the AFE phases, the larger the EC effect, as shown by the A-type thin film.

Moreover, the coexistence of multiple FE and AFE phases (Fig. S4 and Fig. 1a) are believed to be responsible for not only the dielectric relaxor dispersion but also the EC effect in a broad temperature range (the green vertical lines in Figs. 5f and 5h). For practical applications, a large EC effect around room temperature is desired. One effective way to achieve this goal is doping with elements such as Sr and Ca, which not only can lower the temperature of the dielectric peak but also can stabilize the AFE phases [50]. Another feasible way is to shift the large EC effect to room temperature by modifying the composition of the thin film along the MPB line, as guided by the red arrows in Fig. 1a). Combining the two ways is believed to realize a large EC effect near room temperature.

In practical applications, the maximum operating electric field is usually confined to the 1/3 of the safety applied electric field so that a large EC cooling sustainability can be ensured. In fact, it can be seen that the A-type thin film deposited on the LaNiO$_3$/Pt composite bottom electrode has exhibited a good EC cooling sustainability in a broad temperature range, as demonstrated by the well-developed $\varepsilon(E)$ and tan $\delta(E)$ curves in Fig. 54. Where a large dc bias operating electric field is about 500 kV/cm, which is far higher than the 1/3 (364 kV cm$^{-1}$) of the EC safety applied electric field (1092 kV cm$^{-1}$).

Similar to the analysis of the EC effect, it is believed that the large pyroelectric energy harvesting performance in the A-type thin film deposited on the LaNiO$_3$/Pt composite electrodes is also related to the in-plane residual tensile thermal stress. All in all, it is believed that designing the composition near the MPB with two or multiple AFE phases coexisting, utilizing the metal/oxide composite electrode, and controlling the thermal stress are effective ways to make multi-functional ferroelectric materials with large EC effect and high pyroelectric energy density.

5. Conclusions

A large positive EC effect with $\Delta T > 10 \text{ K}$, and the maximum $\Delta T \sim 20.7 \text{ K}$ in a broad temperature range (about 110 K) was realized in PLZST relaxor antiferroelectric thin films. The in-plane residual thermal tensile stress during the layer-by-layer annealing process and the high quality film structure deposited on the LaNiO$_3$/Pt composite bottom electrode are responsible for the large EC effect. The great dielectric relaxor dispersion around the dielectric peak due to the coexistence of multiple FE and AFE phases results in the broad EC temperature range. Meanwhile, a large pyroelectric energy density (6.10 J cm$^{-2}$) was also harvested by using an Olsen cycle. The large EC effect in a broad temperature range and high pyroelectric energy harvesting performance make the PLZST thin film an attractive multifunctional material for applications in modern solid state cooling and energy harvesting.
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